Welcome to Oak National Academy
Oak provides a completely free, sequenced plan of lessons, which can be used as you wish
to help with lesson planning and lowering teacher workload. With nearly 40,000 lessons and
resources across a broad range of subjects from EYFS up to Year 11 in most subjects, there
are enough lessons for the whole year. There are also 600 lessons for pupils who normally
attend specialist settings. Every lesson has been created by teachers, for teachers. They’ve
been tried and tested, with pupils taking part in 138 million lessons since April 2020.

Follow these steps to get started with Oak:
1. Head to our Teacher Hub at teachers.thenational.academy.
2. Search for your desired lesson. Use our curriculum browser search
bar to search the entire bank of lessons by keywords, or choose to
browse by key stage or subject by clicking the relevant buttons.

3. From there, if your pupils have internet-connected devices, send them the lesson link
directly and allow them to work through the lesson independently. If they don’t, download
our accompanying resources – we have slides, sheets, and quizzes – and print them for
offline use, or use them in your face-to-face lessons by sharing resources on a projector. You
can even ’team-teach’, using the Oak Teacher alongside you and playing the lesson video as
needed (read our blog by history teacher Tom Rogers to learn more about this).

Download our directory for a complete overview
You can download our lesson and resource directory to easily filter lessons by subject and
year group and find essential information– like which of our slides are downloadable (over
90%), and which of our teacher-led video lessons contain BSL (over 35%).

Stay in touch
To keep up to date with the latest news,
join Oak National Academy's mailing list.

